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INTRODUCTORY NOTE 
 

The Fund was incorporated on 4 August 2010 as Millennium Extra Tesouraria III – Fundo de Investimento 

Alternativo Mobiliário Aberto (Open-ended Alternative Investment Fund) and invests essentially in deposits, 

securities and financial instruments, predominantly short-term. 

In 2015, it was renamed IMGA Extra Tesouraria III – Fundo de Investimento Alternativo Mobiliário Aberto, in 

line with the name change of all the funds managed by IMGA following the acquisition of Millennium Gestão 

de Ativos from Millennium Bcp. 

On June 18, 2019, CMVM (the Portuguese Securities Market Commission) authorized the transformation of 

the Fund into a Collective Securities Investment Undertaking. 

On 31 July 2019, the Fund assumed the typology of Normal Money Market Fund with Variable Net Value, in 

accordance with Regulation (EU) 2017/1131 of the European Parliament and of the Council, of 14 June 2017, 

changing its denomination to IMGA Money Market. 

As of 28 November 2019, Category I of Shares in this Fund became available for sale, which was constituted 

on 14 February 2022. 

Category R of Shares in this Fund has been available for sale since 1 April 2021, which was constituted on 4 

May 2021.  
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OVERVIEW OF MARKET EVOLUTION 
 

The performance of financial markets was broadly favourable in 2021, particularly for riskier asset classes, as 

opposed to the more defensive fixed income segments. This behaviour was based on a cycle of economic 

growth that proved stronger than expected, on the incorporation of an incrementally positive macroeconomic 

outlook made possible by the success of the vaccination process, the reopening of economies and, finally, 

expansionary monetary and budgetary policies, although the first steps were taken towards some reversal of 

the stimuli implemented during the pandemic crisis, mainly in emerging economies.  

Although it was not the year of the extinction of the pandemic, and despite the identification of new, more 

infectious variants which reduced the basic efficacy of vaccines, the forward-looking perspective of investors 

remained constructive, based on the assumption of a successful in control of the pandemic, the definitive 

reopening of economies and the respective resumption of activity in the most affected sectors. 

The solidity of fundamentals, resulting from the positive macroeconomic environment, played a decisive role 

in the valuations observed in the higher risk classes. More specifically, the growth in corporate earnings, the 

rating upgrades that took place, low funding costs and historically reduced default rates contributed to the 

gains in the equity class and in the lower credit quality fixed income segments. 

Despite broadly expansionary monetary policies, reflected in the 21% growth of the aggregate balance sheet 

of the Fed, the ECB and the Bank of England, and the maintenance of their respective policy rates close to 

zero, the trajectory of government interest rates in 2021 was upward. Indeed, although real interest rates 

remained close to historic lows, the rise in inflationary expectations resulting from the strong acceleration of 

inflation on a global scale fully explained the rise in nominal interest rates, both in the USA and in Germany. 

Treasury yields rose significantly in the first quarter of the year, a movement initially led by the rise in real 

interest rates, which would return to historic lows in July. On the other hand, inflationary expectations showed 

a more progressive but continuous rise, mainly between February and May and later between October and 

November, when they reached the highest level since March 2005. The annual variation of the interest rate 

with a maturity of 10 years was 0.6 percentage points (pp) to 1.51%, an increase equivalent to the 2-year 

maturity, but less than the increase in the intermediate maturity (5-year maturity rose 0.9 pp). 

In the European sovereign debt market, the German interest rate rose by 0.39 pp in the year, to an absolute 

level of -0.18%. Also in this case, real rates fell in the annual calculation and ended up close to historic lows, 

with the rise in nominal rates justified by the increase in inflationary expectations. The smaller rise in relation 

to treasuries reflected the inflation differential between the two blocs and the more constructive expectations 

for wage growth in the North American economy. 

Also within the scope of European government interest rates, after a significant narrowing of spreads on the 

European periphery vis-à-vis Germany in 2020, the upward trajectory of German interest rates proved to be 

harmful to carry strategies and will have contributed to the widening, albeit little expressive, of interest rate 

differentials. In Portugal the spread widened by 0.04 pp, in Spain by 0.13 pp, in Italy by 0.24 pp and in Greece 

by 0.32 pp. As expected, the interest rate hikes generated negative yields in the sovereign debt segment. 

The increase in sovereign interest rates was decisive for the profitability of the other fixed income segments, 

and in particular for the subsegments with better credit quality. Effectively, in the absence of spread 

narrowings, negative returns on investment-grade private debt were inevitable, both in Europe and in the US. 
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The segments with higher credit risk showed positive returns in 2021. The combination of low default rates, 

upward rating revisions and solid fundamentals contributed decisively to a significant narrowing of the 

respective spreads, which reached their lowest levels of 2019. On the other hand, the lower sensitivity to 

interest rate fluctuations of the respective bonds (or indices) meant a lower penalty on the respective yields, 

compared to investment grade. The performance of the subordinated debt subsegment was in line with that 

of the high yield, having recorded increases of more than 5% in Europe. 

The universe of emerging market debt was pressured throughout the year, following the longer delay in the 

respective vaccination process, in the reopening of economies and the hikes in key rates by the respective 

central banks, which brought along an increase in macroeconomic uncertainty and a widening of spreads. The 

more restrictive economic policy and the adverse regulatory environment in China also contributed to the 

increase in volatility in this universe. Also noteworthy is the universe’s high sensitivity to interest rates, which 

also contributed to the negative return seen in 2021. Emerging corporate debt also suffered widening spreads 

and negative returns in the year. 

The performance of the equity indices benefited from the aforementioned solid fundamentals of the 

corporate sector and, in particular, from a more significant growth in financial results than expected. The 

environment of strong economic growth, low interest rates and the support of central banks contributed 

decisively to the valuations of the class, despite the correction of multiples (after the significant expansion 

that took place in 2020 in most geographies). 

The gains in 2021 were still quite differentiated, which is noticeable by the 31.1% appreciation of the French 

stock market, against an appreciation of only 10.3% of the main Spanish stock index. The MSCI index for 

Europe increased by 25% in the year, thus reaching its third consecutive year of gains. The styles of value, 

quality and growth were positively highlighted. 

Among the main US equity markets, we highlight the fact that the S&P500 gained 28.5%, also reaching its third 

year of appreciation. Sectors related to the growth factor were highlighted, although those categorized as 

value also recorded significant increases in the year. The banking, technology and construction sub-indices 

were the highlights, with valuations above 30%. 

In aggregate terms, the MSCI World index increased by 22.3% (in dollars). A negative highlight goes to the 

losses originating in emerging markets, including the devaluations of near 22% of the MSCI China index and of  

more than 28% of the Turkish stock index, in contrast to increases of more than 50% in the markets of the 

Czech Republic and the United Arab Emirates. 

On average, the lowest market capitalization indices recorded lower gains than those with the highest 

capitalization. 

The better economic performance of the US, the expectations of a more prominent action by the Fed and the 

ensuing more pronounced increase in interest rates compared to Europe led to the 7.1% depreciation of the 

European single currency against the US dollar, despite the risk-on environment prevailing throughout the 

year. The euro also lost approximately 6% against the British pound, also penalized by the greater proactivity 

of the respective central bank, which ended its purchase program and raised key rates in 2021. Among its main 

counterparts, also noteworthy were the 4% depreciation against the Swiss franc and the close to 4% gain 

against the Yen. 
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Emerging market currencies were pressured throughout the year, with aggregate losses of more than 9% 

against the US dollar. 

The performance of the basket of raw materials was positive, with the benchmark index for this class 

increasing by 30.3%. Despite the dollar's upward trajectory, gains were significant and practically widespread. 

Agricultural goods, industrial metals and the energy segment stood out positively, in particular the price of 

coffee (+66%), wood (+59%) and crude oil (+54%). These variations contrasted with losses in precious metals, 

resulting from the risk-on environment and the negative correlation with global interest rates. 
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MAIN EVENTS 
 
CREATION OF CATEGORY R AND INCLUSION OF NEW TRADING ENTITIES 

In March, CMVM approved the creation of a new category of participation unit (Category R) and the inclusion 

of Bison Bank, S.A. and Banco Invest, S.A. as new trading entities. 

In April, CMVM approved the inclusion of Banco de Investimento Global, S.A. as a new trading entity of 

category R units of the IMGA European Equities fund. 

In December, CMVM approved the inclusion of BEST – Banco Eletrónico de Serviço Total, SA as a new trading 

entity of category R units of the securities investment funds managed by IMGA. 

 

UPDATES TO THE CONSTITUTIVE DOCUMENTS OF THE FUNDS MANAGED BY THE COMPANY 

In February, the first annual update of the Prospectuses and documents with the Key Investor Information 

(KII) of the entire IMGA fund offer was completed. 

In March, with the entry into force of Regulation (EU) 2019/2088, of the European Parliament and of the 

Council (Sustainability Finance Disclosure Regulation – SFDR), the funds’ Prospectuses were amended to 

incorporate references to sustainability risk. 

In May, the second mandatory annual update of the constitutive documents of the funds was completed, with 

the Total Expense Ratio (TER) updated with reference to the year 2020. 

During 2021, changes were also made in relation to the extension of the reductions in the management fee, 

accommodating the current environment of interest rates at historic lows and always considering the defense 

of the interests of the participants, as well as the alterations resulting from the changes in the Governing 

Bodies of the IMGA. 

 

PUBLICATION OF THE REPORTS AND ACCOUNTS OF THE FUNDS MANAGED BY THE COMPANY  

On 30 April and 31 August, respectively, the annual and half-year Reports and Accounts of the funds managed 

by IMGA were published on the CMVM website. 

 

IMGA MONEY MARKET USD – CHANGE IN INVESTMENT POLICY 

On 29 January, CMVM approved an amendment to the investment policy of the IMGA Money Market USD 

fund, in order to incorporate into its investment policy the possibility, already provided for by law, of 

investment by the fund of up to 100% in assets issued or guaranteed by a single entity, namely up to 100% of 

its assets in money market instruments issued or guaranteed by sovereign governments of OECD Member 

States, supranational entities and supranational organizations in which the United States or at least one 

Member State of the European Union participates. 
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IMGA LIQUIDEZ – CHANGE IN INVESTMENT POLICY 

In May, CMVM approved an amendment to the investment policy of the IMGA Liquidez fund, enabling 

investment in subordinated debt securities, up to a maximum of 5% of the fund’s Net Asset Value (NAV). 

 

IMGA RETORNO GLOBAL – CHANGE IN INVESTMENT POLICY AND DENOMINATION  

In December, CMVM approved the proposed changes to the IMGA Retorno Global fund, namely the change 

of its denomination to IMGA Alocação Defensiva and the alteration of its investment policy. 

 

PRIVATE EQUITY FUNDS 

In the first half of the year, four new Private Equity Funds were registered by CMVM and their constitution is 

being prepared. 

 

PME FUNDS  

CMVM approved the creation of two new funds - IMGA PME Flex (OIAVM) and IMGA PME Invest (FCR) - for 

investment in the SME segment. 

 

NEW GOVERNING BODIES 

The CMVM approved the new members of the Governing Bodies (Board of Directors and the Supervisory 

Board) of IMGA for the 2021/2023 term of office.  
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PERFORMANCE OF MONEY MARKET AND SHORT-TERM FUNDS 
 

In Portugal, money market and short-term funds showed an increase of €169m in net assets in 2021, closing 

the year with a total value of approximately €2.4b. 

The decrease in profitability of this asset class was a determining factor for its marginal increase. 

Despite the maintenance or even reduction of assets under management in the other Management 

Companies in Portugal, IMGA bucked this trend, recording an annual growth of 23.5% for a total of assets 

under management of approximately €1.3b in this segment. 

In spite of the negative market effect, this category ended the year with positive net sales of €243m. Key to 

this performance were net sales of €328m from the IMGA Liquidez fund, categorized as a short-term fund by 

APFIPP (the Portuguese Association of Investment Funds, Pension Funds and Asset Management). 

At the end of 2021, this category represented approximately 29.4% of the assets under management at IMGA. 

 

IMGA FUNDS 

1 YEAR 3 YEARS 5 YEARS 

Annual. 
Yield 

Risk 
Annual. 

Yield 

Risk 
Annual. 

Yield 

Risk 

Volatility Class Volatility Class Volatility Class 

CA MONETÁRIO -0,09% 0,01% 1 -0,03% 0,01% 1 -0,01% 0,01% 1 

IMGA MONEY MARKET CAT A -0,09% 0,02% 1 -0,04% 0,02% 1 -0,04% 0,02% 1 

IMGA MONEY MARKET USD - CAT A -0,07% 0,10% 1 - - - - - - 

CA CURTO PRAZO -0,44% 0,15% 1 0,06% 0,83% 2 -0,19% 0,68% 2 

IMGA LIQUIDEZ CAT A -0,24% 0,31% 1 0,05% 0,43% 1 -0,05% 0,34% 1 

Source: APFIPP as at 31 December 2021 
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INFORMATION REGARDING THE MANAGEMENT OF THE FUND  
 

The first half of 2021 was characterized by the positive impact of the Covid-19 vaccine and the consequent 

economic recovery, more dynamic in Europe and the US, which led to a rapid rise in interest rates. 

Inflation risk proved to be higher due to the improvement in economic fundamentals and some one-off effects 

of the pandemic, which increased fears of the start of Quantitative Easing (QE) tapering by central banks. 

Interest rates in Europe rose faster than expected, despite the European public debt supply being constrained 

by the purchase programs of the ECB and the EU. The limited supply in the Investment Grade (IG) fixed rate 

and FRN segment (especially in the shorter maturities – up to 7 years) and the ECB's corporate purchase 

program narrowed spreads, despite the outflows recorded in this class. IG companies showed a recovery in 

credit metrics and continued to present a high level of cash (tender offers), supporting fixed rate issues. The 

FRN segment presented very few issues, boosting the narrowing of spreads. The risk of having fallen angels in 

the European IG segment was practically non-existent, thanks to the inversion of the upgrades/downgrades 

ratio in the IG universe. The High Yield (HY) segment showed a sharp narrowing of spreads with the risk of 

insolvency decreasing significantly due to the economic recovery and also supported by the demand for yield. 

In the second half of the year, with the increase in illiquidity during the summer, interest rates fell, both in the 

US and in Europe, driven by the carry trade of investors. However, during the months of September and 

October, with the signaling of the beginning of tapering by the Fed and with the increase in inflation 

expectations, interest rates registered a sharp rise, thus reversing the movement of the summer. In November, 

with the appearance of the Ómicron variant and the consequent worsening of the pandemic, rates returned 

to the downward trend. Fears of new containment measures and their impact on economic growth 

conditioned the evolution of interest rates. Worthy of note was the stress observed in the Asset Swap market 

at the end of the year, which broke the correlation between interest rates and credit spreads, leading to a 

significant widening of credit spreads. 

During 2021, the strategy pursued in the management of the IMGA Money Market Fund was based, in addition 

to renewing investments in the money market, namely term deposits, on a reduction of exposure to short-

term fixed and indexed rate credit obligations that had negative investment rates, compensated by an increase 

in bank deposits. Additionally, the Fund has increased its focus on investments in money market instruments 

through exposure to commercial paper instruments, due to the need to diversify issuers' credit risk levels. 

The Fund's performance in 2021 was influenced by negative interest rates in the money market, which made 

reinvestment very difficult, and by short-term credit risk premiums, which did not allow reinvestments in 

short-term credit bonds at positive rates. Commercial Paper continues to be a source of credit risk 

diversification. 

The Fund maintained its defensive characteristics, in a particularly challenging environment for its class. 

In December 2021, Category A of the Fund presented a 1-year return of -0.09%, having reached a net asset 

value of €238.3m, 16.9% lower than the €286.6m of December 2020. Since the beginning of the year, Category 

A recorded negative net sales of €48.1m, with subscriptions of €71.1m and redemptions of €119.2m. 

In 2021, Category R of the Fund was created, which has not yet registered a full year since its establishment, 

so it does not show returns in this period. Net sales in this Category have not yet been expressive. 

As a capitalization fund, it did not distribute income.  
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REMUNERATIONS PAID TO EMPLOYEES AND CORPORATE BODIES OF THE 

COMPANY IN 2021 
 

Pursuant to Article 161 (2) of the General Framework of Collective Investment Undertakings (GFCIU), the total 

amount of remunerations paid by the management entity to its employees and the aggregate amount of 

remunerations of senior management and supervisory bodies (amounts in euros): 

 
REMUNERATION FOR THE FINANCIAL YEAR 2021 

 

MANAGEMENT AND SUPERVISORY BODIES FIXED REMUNERATION VARIABLE 
REMUNERATION 

NUMBER AS AT 31/12/2021 

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE 
   

Chairman and Directors 
257.751 131.479 3 

Independent Directors 
15.000 - 1 

SUPERVISORY BOARD 
   

Chairman and members 
15.750 - 3 

EMPLOYEES FIXED REMUNERATION VARIABLE 
REMUNERATION 

NUMBER AS AT 31/12/2021 

Employees 
1.765.031 214.975 37 

 

Pursuant to the Law and to Article 20(1) of its Articles of Association, the Company's supervisory model also 

includes a Statutory Auditor or Society of Statutory Auditors, who is not a member of the Supervisory Board, 

to whom EUR €10.332 were paid for their services during 2021. 

Notwithstanding the powers of the Supervisory Board and Statutory Auditor, or of the Society of Statutory 

Auditors, and as provided for in Article 21(1) of the Articles of Association, the General Meeting appointed an 

external auditor to audit the Company's accounts, whose services cost EUR 25,830. 

In 2021, the sum of EUR €65.665 was also paid as severance pay due to termination of employment contract. 
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VALUATION ERRORS  
 

Bearing in mind the provisions of paragraph 7 of article 161 of the GFCIU, we inform you that in the financial 

year ended on 31 December 2021 there were no errors in the process of valuing the shares of the Collective 

Investment Undertaking. 

 

SUBSEQUENT EVENTS  
 

In the period between the end of the financial year and the preparation of this Report, there were no notable 

events. 

 

FURTHER INFORMATION  
 

As of the date of conclusion of this report, in view of the current circumstances, the Board of Directors is 

closely monitoring the development of the current conflict in Ukraine and its possible repercussions on the 

national and global economy, which are not yet predictable with reliability. 
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BACKGROUND NOTES 

 
 

Open-ended Money Market Investment Fund

IMGA Money Market

Identification

Open-ended Money Market Investment Fund
4 August 2010
IM Gestão de Ativos - 

- Sociedade Gestora de Organismos de Investimento Coletivo, S.A. 
Banco Comercial Português S.A.

238.296 M Euros

SHARE PRICE EVOLUTION

Type of Fund:
Date of Incorporation:

Management Company:

Depositary Bank:

YIELD AND RISK EVOLUTION

Portfolio Value as at 31 december 2021:

 INVESTMENT POLICY
The FUND is a Normal Money Market Fund with Variable Net Value and aims to provide its participants with an investment with l ow volatility and 

a stable potential return, above the interest rates of the money markets and the alternatives provided by traditional banking investments.
The Fund will invest in Money Market Instruments and Bank Deposits, all denominated in Euros, as well as in Euro -denominated Units of money 
market UCITS, which invest exclusively in assets denominated in Euros or which systematically hedge currency risk.

Derivative Financial Instruments may be used provided that they have as their sole purpose the hedging of interest rate and e xchange rate risk, 
and that have as an underlying instrument interest rates, exchange rates, currencies or indexes that represent these categori es.
The fund does not seek preferential exposure to a country or sector of activity.

The disclosed returns represent past data and do not constitute a guarantee of future profitability. The annualized returns disclosed would only be

obtained if the investment was made and maintained throughout the whole reference period. For the purpose of calculating returns, subscription,
redemption and transfer fees, when applicable, are not taken into account, being net of all other commissions and charges. The tax regime for
investment funds was changed as of July 1, 2015, so that the share values disclosed until June 30, 2015 are net of the tax borne by the fund at the

time, but do not take into account the tax that may be owed by the Participants in relation to income earned in the period after that date. The
Fund's risk level can vary between 1 (minimum risk) and 7 (maximum risk). Lower risk potentially implies a lower reward and higher risk potentially
implies a higher reward. Investment in funds may imply the loss of the capital invested if the fund is not capital guaranteed.

2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021

2,9% 1,6% 0,8% 0,2% 0,1% 0,0% -0,1% 0,0% 0,0% -0,1%

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

Yield

Risk (level)
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EVOLUTION OF THE NUMBER OF SHARES AND SHARE VALUE

COSTS AND FEES

NET WORTH STATEMENT

IMGA MONEY MARKET CAT A 31.12.2017 31.12.2018 31.12.2019 31.12.2020 31.12.2021

Number of Outstanding Shares 60 874,3237 24 394,4822 19 644,3446 52 301,7276 43 518,1003

Share Value (Euros) 5 488,1481 5 481,5787 5 479,9514 5 480,6787 5 475,7699

IMGA MONEY MARKET CAT R 31.12.2017 31.12.2018 31.12.2019 31.12.2020 31.12.2021

Number of Outstanding Shares 200,4009

Share Value (Euros) 4,9896

Unit: thousand €

Market Region
Volume / Market

Transaction costs 

and Fees
Volume / Market

Transaction costs 

and Fees
Volume / Market

Transaction costs 

and Fees
Volume / Market

Transaction costs 

and Fees

Domestic Market Portugal 118 054 0,0 182 824 0,0 90 092 0,0 116 405 0,8

European Union Markets Germany 1 606

France 1 505 803

Spain 300

Italy 2 402 506 6 350

Netherlands 701 601

Ireland 601

Luxembourg 35 000 39 600

sub-total 35 701 0,0 43 507 0,0 506 0,0 10 261 0,0

Other Markets United Kingdom 2 501 2 700

sub-total 0 0,0 2 501 0,0 0 0,0 0 0,0

Total 153 755 0,0 228 832 0,0 90 598 0,0 126 666 0,8

20202021 2019 2018

31.12.2021

Securi ties 23 454 844,00 

Bank balances 214 808 317,40 

Other assets 59 382,04 

Toral assets 238 322 543,44

Liabi l i ties 26 441,97 

Net Worth 238 296 101,47 
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 There were no purchase and sale operations of derivative financial instruments during 2021.

SECURITIES HELD

MOVEMENTS 

PURCHASE AND SALE OF DERIVATIVE FINANCIAL INSTRUMENTS

NET ASSET VALUE AND SHARE VALUE

(amounts in Euro)

Description of securities
Purchase 

Price

Capital 

Gains
Losses

Portfolio 

Value

Accrued 

Interest
SUM %

1.LISTED SECURITIES

EU Member States M.C.O.B.V. 701 303 - 694 700 609 27 156 727 765 3%

2. OTHER SECURITIES 22 750 000 4 235 22 754 235 730 22 754 965 97%

TOTAL 23 451 303 4 235 694 23 454 844 27 886 23 482 730 100%

Note: M.C.O.B.V. means Official Listed Market Stock Exchange

(Amounts in Euro)

Income

Investment income -

Other income 169 529

Capital gains from investments 5 030

Costs

Management costs (133 439)

Deposit costs (53 376)

Other charges, fees and taxes (100 545)

Investment losses (81 955)

Trading costs (37 017)

Net income (231 773)

Distributed income -

Increase or decrease in the capital account

Subscriptions 71 101 193

Redemptions (119 222 280)

(Amounts  in Euro)

Net Asset Value of the Fund Share Value Net Asset Value of the Fund Share Value

31.12.2019 107 650 052 5479,9514

31.12.2020 286 648 962 5480,6787

31.12.2021 238 295 102 5475,7699 1 000 4,9896

IMGA MONEY MARKET CAT A IMGA MONEY MARKET CAT R
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Balance Sheet 
REGARDING THE PERIOD ENDED ON 31 DECEMBER 2021 
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(Eur) Balance Sheet as of 31 December 2021 and 31 December 2020

Assets Liabilities

31.12.21 31.12.20 Periods

Code Designation Gross Value Gains Losses Net value Net value Code Designation 31.12.21 31.12.20

Other Assets

32 Tangible Assets from SIM

33 Intangible Assets from SIM OIC Capital

61 Undertakings for collective investment units 217.591.502 261.508.638

 Total Other Assets from SIM 62 Equity Variations 10.224.563 14.428.514

64 Accumulated Retain Earnings 10.711.809 10.712.767

Securities Portfolio 65 Distribute income

21 Bonds 701.303 (694) 700.609 13.112.366 67 Advance Dividends from SIM

22 Shares 66 Profit or Loss for the Period (231.773) (957)

23 Other Equity Instruments

24 Undertakings for collective investment units Total OIC Capital 238.296.101 286.648.962

25 Rights

26 Other Debt instruments 22.750.000 4.235 22.754.235 5.599.265

Total Securities Portfolio 23.451.303 4.235 (694) 23.454.844 18.711.631

Other Assets Accumulated Provisions

31 Other assets 481 Provisions

Other Assets Total Total das Provisões  Acumuladas

Third Parties Third Parties

411+…+418 Debtors Accounts 421 Redemptions Payable to Participants

422 Income Payable to Participants

Total Receivables 423 Fees Payable 18.040 21.414

424+…+429 Other Creditors Accounts 6.022 6.789

43+12 Loans

44 Personal

Cash and Cash Equivalents 46 Shareholders
11 Cash

12 Cash Deposits 84.508.317 84.508.317 57.485.492 Total Payables 24.062 28.203

13 Term Deposits 130.300.000 130.300.000 210.120.000

14 Deposit Certificates Accruals and Deferrals

18 Other Cash and Cash Equivalents 55 Accrued expenses 2.380 4.760

56 Deferred Income

Total Cash and Cash Equivalents 214.808.317 214.808.317 267.605.492 58 Other Accruals and Deferrals

59 Liabilities Clearing Accounts

Accruals and Deferrals

51 Accrued Income 59.382 59.382 364.801 Total Accruals and Deferrals Liabilities 2.380 4.760

52 Expenses with Deferred Cost

58 Other Accruals and Deferrals

59 Assets Clearing Accounts

Total Accruals and Deferrals Assets 59.382 59.382 364.801

TOTAL ASSETS 238.319.002 4.235 (694) 238.322.543 286.681.924 TOTAL LIABILITIES AND EQUITY 238.322.543 286.681.924

Total Number of Outstanding Participation Units - Class A 43.518 52.302 Participation Unit Value - Class A 5.475,7699 5.480,6787

Total Number of Outstanding Participation Units - Class R 200 Participation Unit Value - Class R 4,9896
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(Eur) Off-Balance Sheet as of 31 December 2021 and 31 December 2020

RIGHTS ON THIRD PARTIES RESPONSABILITIES TO THIRD PARTIES

Periods Periods

Code Designation 31.12.21 31.12.20 Code Designation 31.12.21 31.12.20

Foreign Exchange Operations Foreign Exchange Operations

911 Spot 911 Spot

912 Term (currency forwards) 912 Term (currency forwards)

913 Currency swaps 913 Currency swaps

914 Options 914 Options

915 Futures 915 Futures

Total Total

Interest Rate Operations Interest Rate Operations

921 Forward contracts (FRA) 921 Forward contracts (FRA)

922 Interest Rate Swaps 922 Interest Rate Swaps

923 Interest rate guarantee contracts 923 Interest rate guarantee contracts

924 Options 924 Options

925 Futures 925 Futures

Total Total

Operations On Quotes Operations On Quotes

934 Options 934 Options

935 Futures 935 Futures

Total Total

Third Party Commitments Commitments to Third Parties

942 Forward operations (assets report) 941 Underwriting for securities

944 Assets given in guarantee 942 Forward operations (assets report)

945 securities loans 943 Assets given in guarantee

Total Total

TOTAL RIGHTS TOTAL RESPONSABILITIES

99 COUNTERPART ACCOUNTS 99 COUNTERPART ACCOUNTS
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Income Statement 
REGARDING THE PERIOD ENDED ON 31 DECEMBER 2021 
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(Eur) Income Statement as of 31 December 2021 and 31 December 2020

EXPENSES AND LOSSES  INCOME AND GAINS

Periods Periods

Code Designation 31.12.21 31.12.20 Code Designation 31.12.21 31.12.20

Current Expenses and Losses Current Income and Gains

Interest and Expenses Equivalents Interest and Income Equivalents

711+718    Of Current Operations 121 53 812+813    From the Securities Portfolio and Other Assets 100.048 393.928

719    Of Off-balance sheet Operations 811+814+827+818    Of Current Operations 69.481 69.016

Commissions and Fees 819    Of Off-balance sheet Operations

722+723    From the Securities Portfolio and Other Assets 37.017 4.332 Securities Income

724+…+728    Other Current Operations 245.433 132.114 822+…+824+825    From the Securities Portfolio and Other Assets

729    Of Off-balance sheet Operations 829    Of Off-balance sheet Operations

Losses in Financial Operations Gains in Financial Operations

732+733    From the Securities Portfolio and Other Assets 81.955 329.387 832+833    From the Securities Portfolio and Other Assets 5.030 28.594

731+738    Other Current Operations 831+838    Of Current Operations

739    Of Off-balance sheet Operations 68 839    Of Off-balance sheet Operations

Taxes Provisions or Reversal of Provisions

7411+7421 851    Provisions

7412+7422    Indirect Taxes 37.046 21.782 87 Other Current Income and Gains

7418+7428    Other Taxes

Provisions for the Period Total Other Current Income and Gains (B) 174.559 491.538

751    Provisions

77 Other Current Expenses and Losses 4.760 4.760

Total Other Current Expenses and Losses (A) 406.332 492.495

79 Other Current Expenses and Losses SIM 89 Other Current Income and Gains SIM

Total Other Current Expenses and Losses SIM (C) Total Other Current Income and Gains SIM (D)

Eventual Expenses and Losses Eventual Income and Gains

781 Bad Debts 881 Bad Debts Recovery

782 Extraordinary Losses 882 Extraordinary Gains

783 Losses Attributable to Previous Years 883 Gains Attributable to Previous Years

788 Other Eventual Expenses and Losses 888 Other Eventual Income and Gains

Total Eventual Expenses and Losses (E) Total Other Eventual Income and Gains (F)

63 Income tax for the Period

66 Profit or Loss for the Period (if>0) 66 Profit or Loss for the Period (if<0) 231.773 957

TOTAL 406.332 492.495 TOTAL 406.332 492.495

(8*2/3/4/5)-(7*2/3) Securities Portfolio and Other Assets Profit or Loss (13.894) 88.803 F - E Eventual Profit or Loss

8*9 - 7*9 Off-Balance Sheet Operations Profit or Loss (68) B+D+F-A-C-E+74X1 Profit or Loss Before Tax Income (194.727) 20.824

B-A Current Profit or Loss (231.773) (957) B+D-A-C Profit or Loss for the Period (231.773) (957)

   Capital Income Taxes and Equity Increments
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Cash Flow Statement 
REGARDING THE PERIOD ENDED ON 31 DECEMBER 2021 
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(Eur)

CASH FLOWS

OPERATION ON FUNDS UNITS

RECEIPTS: 71.101.193 242.235.387

  Subscription of participation units 71.101.193 242.235.387

  ...

PAYMENTS: 119.222.280 63.235.520

  Redemptions of units 119.222.280 63.235.520

   Income paid to participants

  ...

Cash Flows of operations over Funds units (48.121.087) 178.999.867

OPERATIONS WITH THE SECURITIES PORTFOLIO AND OTHER ASSETS

RECEIPTS: 112.985.942 173.058.814

 Sale of securities and other assets 8.015.295 28.449.657

 Redemption of securities and other assets 103.979.000 143.150.000

 Redemptions of units in other Funds

 Securities and other assets income

 Sales of securities and other assets with repurchase agreement

 Interest and income equivalents received 991.647 1.459.157

  ...

Other receipts related to the portfolio

PAYMENTS: 117.473.469 183.337.912

 Purchase of securities and other assets 117.400.619 183.333.519

 Securities subscription

 Units subscription in other Funds

 Stock exchange commissions paid

 Sales of securities with repurchase agreement

 Interest and expense equivalents paid

 Brokerage commissions

 Other fees and commissions 37.017 4.332

  ...

Other payments related to the portfolio 35.832 62

Cash Flows of operations in the securities portfolio and other assets (4.487.527) (10.279.098)

TERM AND FOREX TRANSACTIONS

RECEIPTS: 0 0

 Interest and income equivalents received

 Foreign Exchange Operations

 Interest Rate Operations

 Operations On Quotes

 Initial margin on futures and options contracts

 Commissions on options contracts

 Other Commissions

....

 Other receipts from forward and foreign exchange operations

PAYMENTS: 7.140 3.530

 Interest and expense equivalents paid

 Foreign Exchange Operations

 Interest Rate Operations

 Operations On Quotes

 Initial margin on futures and options contracts

 Commissions on options contracts

....

 Other payments from forward and foreign exchange operations 7.140 3.530

Cash Flows of forward and foreign exchange operations (7.140) (3.530)

31-Dec-21 31-Dec-20
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(Eur)

CASH FLOWS

CURRENT MANAGEMENT OPERATIONS

RECEIPTS: 69.441 52.172

 Overdue credit collections

 Purchases with reseller agreement

 Interest on bank deposits 69.441 52.172

 Deposit certificates interest

 Borrowing

 Commissions on securities lending operations

....

 Other current receipts

PAYMENTS: 250.861 141.649

 Expenses with overdue credit

 Purchases with reseller agreement

 Interest on bank deposits 161 253

 Managements fees 140.657 81.478

 Deposits fees 56.263 30.711

 Supervision fees 23.440 16.131

 Taxes and fees 30.340 13.076

 Repayment of loans

....

 Other current payments

Cash Flows of current management operations (181.420) (89.477)

EVENTUAL OPERATIONS

RECEIPTS: 0 0

 Extraordinary Gains

 Gains Attributable to Previous Years

 Bad Debts Recovery

....

 Other receipts from eventual operations 0 0

PAYMENTS: 0 0

 Extraordinary Losses

 Losses Attributable to Previous Years

....

 Other payments from eventual operations

Cash Flows of eventual operations 0 0

NET CASH FLOWS FOR THE PERIOD (A) (52.797.175) 168.627.762

CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS AT THE BEGINNING OF THE PERIOD (B) 267.605.492 98.977.731

CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS AT THE BEGINNINGD OF THE PERIOD (C)=(B)+(A) 214.808.317 267.605.492

31-Dec-21 31-Dec-20
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Notes to the Financial Statements 
REGARDING THE PERIOD ENDED ON 31 DECEMBER 2021 
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INTRODUCTION 

The incorporation of IMGA Money Market – Fundo de Investimento Alternativo Mobiliário Aberto (OIC) was 

authorized by CMVM (the Portuguese Securities Market Commission) on 19 July 2010, and this Fund started 

its activity on 4 August 2010. It is a Collective Investment Undertaking (CIU), constituted for an indefinite 

period, with the purpose of providing its participants with an investment with low volatility and a level of 

potential return that is stable and above the alternatives provided by traditional banking products, by investing 

exclusively in deposits and money market instruments such as commercial paper, short-term public debt 

securities, namely treasury bills, fixed-rate bonds with a residual maturity of less than 397 days, and other 

debt instruments of an equivalent nature. 

The CIU is administered, managed and represented by IM Gestão de Ativos – Sociedade Gestora de 

Organismos de Investimento Coletivo, S.A. (Management Company). The functions of depositary bank are 

performed by Banco Comercial Português, S.A.. 

The following notes respect the sequential numbering defined in the Chart of Accounts of the Collective 

Investment Undertakings. 

The notes whose numbering is missing are not applicable, or their presentation is not relevant for the reading 

of the attached Financial Statements. 

 

1. CAPITAL OF THE CIU 

The CIU is an Open-end collective investment undertaking, whose capital is represented by units of identical 

content, without par value, called shares, which confer equal rights on their holders.  

Shares are nominative and adopt the book-entry form. For transaction purposes, shares shall be fractioned to 

the fourth decimal place. For the purpose of establishing the CIU, the share value was five thousand euros. 

The share value for subscription purposes is the value of the share that will be ascertained at the close of the 

day of the application, which is therefore made at an unknown price. 

The share value for the purpose of redemption is the value of the share ascertained at the close of the day of 

the request, which is therefore made at an unknown price.  

 

During the period ending on 31 December 2021, the movement in the capital of the CIU was the following: 

 

As at 31 December 2021, there were no shares with ongoing redemption requests. 

 

(Eur)

Category A Category R Category A Category R

Base value  261 508 638  64 879 624   1 000 ( 108 797 760) -  217 591 502

Difference for Base Value  14 428 514  6 220 570 - ( 10 424 520) -  10 224 563

Distribute income - -

Accumulated Retain Earnings  10 712 767 (   957)  10 711 809

Profit or Loss for the Period (   957)    957 (  231 773) (  231 773)

TOTAL  286 648 962  71 100 193   1 000 ( 119 222 280) - - - (  231 773)  238 296 101

Nº Shares

Category A   52 302   12 976 (  21 760)   43 518

Category R -    200 -    200

Net asset value per unit

Category A 5480,6799 5475,7942

Category R - 4,9896

Profit or Loss for 

the Period
31.12.2021Description 31.12.2020

Subscriptions Redemptions Distribute 

income
Others
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The net asset value of the CIU, the value of each share and the number of outstanding shares were as follows: 

 

 

 

As at 31 December 2021, participants in the CIU may be grouped according to the following tiers: 

 

 

2. SECURITIES TRANSACTIONS IN THE PERIOD 

The volume of transactions in 2021, by type of security, measured by the sale price of the respective trades, is 

as follows: 

 

 

The amounts of subscriptions and redemptions, as well as the respective amounts charged as subscription and 

redemption fees, are broken down as follows: 

 

Date
Net asset value 

per share
Net Asset Value Nº Shares

Net asset value 

per share
Net Asset Value Nº Shares Net Asset Value Nº Shares

31-12-21 5.475,7699 238.295.102 43.518 4,9896 1.000 200 238.296.101 43.719

30-09-21 5.478,1475 247.967.196 45.265 4,9912 1.000 200 247.968.196 45.465

30-06-21 5.479,0865 271.928.537 49.630 4,9915 1.000 200 271.929.537 49.831

31-03-21 5.479,8670 288.660.023 52.676 - - - 288.660.023 52.676

31-12-20 5.480,6787 286.648.962 52.302 - - - 286.648.962 52.302

30-09-20 5.481,3937 221.215.049 40.357 - - - 221.215.049 40.357

30-06-20 5.480,6702 123.418.530 22.519 - - - 123.418.530 22.519

31-03-20 5.479,4022 117.729.416 21.486 - - - 117.729.416 21.486

31-12-19 5.479,9514 107.650.052 19.644 - - - 107.650.052 19.644

30-09-19 5.480,9674 104.862.680 19.132 - - - 104.862.680 19.132

30-06-19 5.481,1844 107.377.764 19.590 - - - 107.377.764 19.590

31-03-19 5.481,4253 128.905.760 23.517 - - - 128.905.760 23.517

TotalCategory A Category R

Year 2021

Year 2020

Year 2019

Category A Category R

Nº Shares ≥ 25% -                                         -

10% ≤ Nº Shares < 25% -                                         -

5% ≤ Nº Shares < 10% -                                         -

2% ≤ Nº Shares < 5% -                                         -

0.5% ≤ Nº Shares < 2% 3                                        -

Nº Shares < 0.5% 9.173                                1                                        

Total 9.176                                1                                        

Ranks
Nº Shareholders

December 31, 2021

(Eur)

Market OTC Market OTC Market OTC

Governament Bonds   14 165 759 -   8 015 295 -   22 181 054 -

Other Debt Instruments   93 929 332 -   5 150 137 -   99 079 469 -

Total   108 095 091 -   13 165 432 -   121 260 523 -

Description
Purchases (1) Sales (2) Total (1) + (2)

(Eur)

Subscriptions   71 101 193 -

Redemptions   119 222 280 -

Description Value (Note 1) Commissions
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3. SECURITIES PORTFOLIO AND CASH EQUIVALENTS  

As at 31 December 2021, this item is made up as follows: 

 

 

4. PRESENTATION BASIS AND MAIN ACCOUNTING POLICIES 

The Financial Statements were prepared on the basis of the accounting records of the CIU, kept in accordance 

with the Chart of Accounts for Collective Investment Undertakings, established by the Portuguese Securities 

Market Commission (CMVM), and complementary regulations issued by this entity, within the scope of its 

powers assigned by Law no. 16/2015, of 24 February, which approves the new Legal Framework for Collective 

Investment Undertakings, republished through Decree-Law 144/2019, of 23 September. 

The most significant accounting policies used in the preparation of the Financial Statements were the 

following: 

Accrual basis 

The CIU records its income and expenditure on an accrual basis, recognizing them as and when they are 

generated, regardless of when they are received or paid. 

Interest on investments is recorded on a gross basis under the item "Interest and similar income". 

 

Securities Portfolio and valuation of Shares 

a) The share value is calculated daily on business days and is determined by dividing the net asset value 

of the CIU by the number of outstanding shares. The net asset value of the CIU is calculated by 

deducting from the sum of the amounts which make up the portfolio the amount of fees and charges 

up to the moment of portfolio valuation. 

b) The value of the shares will be calculated at 5 PM Lisbon time, this being the reference time for the 

calculation. 

c)    Assets denominated in foreign currency will be valued daily using the exchange rate published by 

Banco de Portugal and the European Central Bank, with the exception of those assets whose 

currencies are not listed. In this case, exchange rates published at midday Lisbon time by specialized 

entities, which are not in a control or group relationship with the Management Company in 

accordance with Articles 20 and 21 of the Portuguese Securities Code, will be used.  

(Eur)

Investment Description Acquisition value Gains Losses Portfolio value Accrued interest Total

1. LISTED SECURITIES

EU listed Investments

-Other Debt Instruments

Cooperative Rabobank UA 4% 11/01/22 701.303 - (694) 700.609 27.156 727.765

701.303 - (694) 700.609 27.156 727.765

2. OTHER SECURITIES

Other debt instruments

-Commercial Paper

Altri SGPS 1 EM PC 26/10/21 - 24/01/22 4.100.000 820 - 4.100.820 752 4.101.572

Brisa - Concessão Rodoviária - 7ª EM PC 21/12/21 - 07/02/22 5.150.000 1.545 - 5.151.545 (29) 5.151.516

EDA 288 EM PC 25/10/21 - 24/01/22 650.000 130 - 650.130 (12) 650.118

EDA 291 EM PC 30/12/21 - 28/02/22 350.000 210 - 350.210 (0) 350.210

EDA 49 EM PC 17/12/21 - 15/02/22 2.100.000 840 - 2.100.840 - 2.100.840

NOS SGPS SA 142EM PC 16/12/21 - 06/01/22 7.500.000 - - 7.500.000 (94) 7.499.906

SOGRAPE 21 EM PC 22/11/21 - 26/01/22 2.000.000 600 - 2.000.600 - 2.000.600

SUGAL Alimentos SA 14 EM PC 13/12/21 - 12/01/22 900.000 90 - 900.090 113 900.203

22.750.000 4.235 - 22.754.235 730 22.754.965

TOTAL 23.451.303 4.235 (694) 23.454.844 27.886 23.482.730
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d) Transactions on securities and derivatives traded for the CIU and confirmed up to the reference time 

shall count for share valuation purposes on the day of the transaction. Subscriptions and redemptions 

received on each day (in relation to orders of the previous business day) count for share valuation 

purposes on that same day.  

e)     The valuation of securities and derivative instruments accepted for listing or trading on regulated 

markets shall be based on the last known price at the  reference time; in the absence of price quotation 

on the day on which the valuation is being made or if such quotation cannot be used, namely because 

it is considered to be unrepresentative, the last known closing price shall be taken into account, 

provided such price was published within the 15 days preceding the day on which the valuation is 

being made.   

f) In the case of debt securities accepted for trading on a regulated market, if the prices charged on the 

market are not considered representative, may be considered for valuation purposes: 

a. firm purchase offers or, if these cannot be obtained, the average value of the purchase and 

sale offers, based on information disclosed by specialized entities, which are not in a control 

or group relationship with the Management Company, as per Articles 20 and 21 of the 

Portuguese Securities Code. 

g) When the last price quotation is older than 15 days, securities and derivative instruments are 

considered unlisted for valuation purposes, and the following paragraph applies. 

h) The valuation of securities and derivative instruments not accepted for listing or trading on regulated 

markets will be based on the following criteria: 

a. firm purchase offers or, if these cannot be obtained, the average value of the purchase and 

sale offers, based on information disclosed by specialized entities, which are not in a control 

or group relationship with the Management Company, as per Articles 20 and 21 of the 

Portuguese Securities Code; 

b. theoretical valuation models, which the Management Company deems more appropriate in 

view of the characteristics of the asset or derivative instrument; the valuation may be 

performed by a subcontracted entity; 

c. Amounts representing short-term debt shall be valued based on the daily recognition of 

interest inherent to the operation. 

i) The FIFO criteria is used to determine the cost of securities sold. 

 

Taxation 

The tax regime applicable to collective investment undertakings (established by Decree-Law No. 7/2015, of 

January 13) is based on a method of taxation of “exit” income, that is, taxation is essentially in the sphere of 

the participants. 

Even so, the CIU is subject to the general corporate income tax rate on its net income calculated in each year, 

expunged, however, of the income (and respective associated expenses) from capital, property and capital 

gains, as qualified for Personal Income Tax (provided that such income does not come from entities resident 

or domiciled in a country, territory or region subject to a clearly more favorable tax regime included in the list 

approved by ordinance of the member of the Government responsible for the area of finance, in which they 

will be taxed). Income, including discounts, and expenses related to management fees and other fees payable 

to securities investment funds, as well as non-deductible expenses provided for in article 23rd – A of the IRC 
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– Corporate Income Tax Code, will likewise be considered irrelevant for purposes of determining taxable 

income. 

Regarding Stamp Duty, Funds are subject to this tax on their net asset value at a rate of 0.0025%, per quarter. 

Since 1 January 2019, management and deposit fees borne by the Fund and subscription and reimbursement 

fees borne by participants have been subject to stamp duty at a rate of 4%. 

 

5. COMPONENTS OF THE FUND’S INCOME  

The components of the Fund's income (Revenues) are as follows: 

 

 

The components of the Fund's income (Expenses) are as follows: 

 

 

9. BREAKDOWN OF TAXES ON CAPITAL GAINS AND WITHHOLDING TAXES  

As at 31 December 2021, taxes on capital gains and withholding taxes can be broken down as follows: 

(Eur)

Capital Gains Interest Gains

Unrealized 

capital gains

Capital gains 

realized
Total

Overdue 

interest and 

commissions

Accrued 

interest

Spot operations

   Bonds - - - 58.202 27.156 - 85.358

   Debt Instruments - 5.030 5.030 13.961 730 - 14.691

   Deposits - - - 37.984 31.496 69.481

TOTAL - 5.030 5.030 110.147 59.382 - 169.529

Nature
Securities 

income
Total

(Eur)

Capital Losses Interest and Commissions Supported

Unrealized 

capital gains

Capital gains 

realized
Total

Overdue 

interest and 

commissions

Accrued 

interest
Total

Spot operations

   Bonds 694 81.201 81.895 - -

   Debt Instruments - 60 60 - -

   Deposits - - - 121 - 121

Fees

of Management - - - 122.925 10.514 133.439

of Deposit - - - 49.170 4.206 53.376

of Supervision - - - 18.129 3.200 21.328

of Securities portfolio - - - 37.017 - 37.017

Other - - - 37.290 - 37.290

TOTAL 694 81.261 81.955 264.652 17.920 282.571

Nature
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12. EXPOSURE TO INTEREST RATE RISK 

As at 31 December 2021, the fixed interest rate assets held by the CIU can be summarized as follows: 

 

 

15. ALLOCATED COSTS 

The costs allocated to the CIU during the period ending on 31 December 2021 have the following composition: 

 

 

16. COMPARABILITY OF FINANCIAL STATEMENTS 

The Financial Statements for the period ending on 31 December 2021 are comparable with the Financial 

Statements for the period ending on 31 December 2020. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(Eur)

Indirect taxes

   Stamp duty   37 046   21 782

TOTAL   37 046   21 782

Description 31.12.2021 31.12.2020

(Eur)

Total

FRA Swaps (IRS) Futures Options (A)+(B)

from 0 to 1 year  727 765 - - - -  727 765

Maturity
Portfolio value 

(A)

Off-balance sheet    (B)

(Eur)

Value %NAV (1) Value %NAV (1)

Management fee 138.776  0,05% 0  0,05%

Deposit fee 55.510  0,02% 0  0,02%

Supervision tax 21.328  0,01% 0  0,01%

Audit expenses 4.760  0,00% 0  0,00%

Other expenses 102.432  0,04% 0  0,04%

 TOTAL 322.807  1  

TOTAL EXPENSE RATIO

(1) Average for the period

Category A Category R

0,12% 0,12%

Expenses
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Auditor´s report  

 

(Free translation from a report originally issued in Portuguese language. In case of doubt the 

Portuguese version will always prevail) 

Report on the audit of the financial statements 

 

Opinion 

We have audited the accompanying financial statements of IMGA Money Market - Fundo de 

Investimento Mobiliário Aberto do Mercado Monetário (the “Fund”), managed by IM Gestão de Ativos 

– Sociedade Gestora de Organismos de Investimento Coletivo, S.A(“Management Company”), which 

comprise the statement of financial position as at December 31, 2021 (showing a total of 238 322 543 

euros and a total net equity of 238 296 101 euros, including a net loss of  231 773 euros), and the 

income statement by nature, and statement of cash flows for the year then ended, and notes to the 

financial statements, including a summary of significant accounting policies. 

In our opinion, the accompanying financial statements give a true and fair view, in all material 

respects, of the financial position of IMGA Money Market - Fundo de Investimento Mobiliário Aberto 

do Mercado Monetário managed by IM Gestão de Ativos – Sociedade Gestora de Organismos de 

Investimento Coletivo, S.A. as at December 31, 2021, and of its financial performance and its cash 

flows for the year then ended in accordance with generally accepted accounting principles in Portugal 

for investment funds. 

Basis for opinion 

We conducted our audit in accordance with International Standards on Auditing (ISAs) and further 

technical and ethical standards and guidelines as issued by “Ordem dos Revisores Oficiais de 

Contas” (the Portuguese Institute of Statutory Auditors). Our responsibilities under those standards 

are further described in the Auditor’s Responsibilities for the Audit of the Financial Statements section 

below. We are independent from the Fund in accordance with the law and we have fulfilled other 

ethical requirements in accordance with the “Ordem dos Revisores Oficiais de Contas” code of ethics. 

We believe that the audit evidence we have obtained is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis 

for our opinion. 

Key audit matters 

Key audit matters are those matters that, in our professional judgment, were of most significance in 

our audit of the financial statements of the current year. These matters were addressed in the context 

of our audit of the financial statements as a whole, and in forming our opinion thereon, and we do not 

provide a separate opinion on these matters. 
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Investment portfolio valuation 

Description of the key audit matter Approach and audit response 

The investment portfolio represents, as disclosed 

in Note 3 of notes to the financial statements at 

December 31, 2021, approximately 10% of total 

assets. 

As disclosed in Note 4 of notes to the financial 

statements, the investment portfolio is measured 

at market value, in accordance with the Fund 

rules, which is based on Portuguese regulation 

issued by the Portuguese Securities Market 

Commission (“CMVM”) namely Regulation no. 

2/2015 (republished by Regulation no. 3/2020). 

Therefore, this issue was considered a key audit 

matter given the materiality of the amounts 

involved and the degree of judgment underlying 

the selection of the measurement basis for each 

type of investment, which could result in 

variations in the amounts recorded in the 

financial statements. 

The investment portfolio valuation, as at 31 

December 2021, is not influenced by the 

potential effects that the current conflict in 

Ukraine will have on the world economy and, 

consequently, on the future fair value of assets, 

which is considered a non-adjustable event. 

To respond to the identified risk, among the 

audit procedures performed, we highlight the 

following: 

• Assessment of the internal control system 

underlying the valuation process, focusing 

on the determination of applied 

methodologies and valuation sources, 

control over their seniority and analysis of 

price changes. 

• Assessment of the adequacy of the 

methodologies and assumptions used 

given the regulatory and legal 

requirements; 

• Recalculation of the market value using 

external sources of price information and 

its comparison with the prices used by the 

Management Company, analysing any 

significant differences, and 

• Assessment of the adequacy of Fund 

disclosures considering the applicable 

accounting framework  
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Cash and banks 

Description of the key audit matter Approach and audit response 

Cash and banks represent, as disclosed in Note 

3 of notes to the financial statements as at 

December 31, 2021, approximately 90% of total 

assets. 

Notwithstanding the lack of judgment associated, 

this matter was considered a key audit matter 

given the materiality of the amounts involved. 

To respond to the identified risk, among the 

audit procedures performed, we highlight the 

following: 

• Assessment of the internal control system 

underlying the process of bank 

reconciliations; 

• Test of bank reconciliations reported to 

December 31, 2021, which included 

confirmation of the accounting balances 

with those received from banks in in the 

responses to our requests for external 

confirmation; 

• Comparison between the accounts 

disclosed for accounting purposes and 

those presented in the bank of Portugal 

database, analysing possible 

discrepancies, and 

• Assessment of the adequacy of Fund 

disclosures considering the applicable 

accounting framework. 

Responsibilities of the board of directors and the supervisory body of the Management 

Company for the financial statements 

The board of directors of Management Company is responsible for: 

• the preparation of financial statements that give a true and fair view of the Fund financial 

position, financial performance and cash flows in accordance with generally accepted 

accounting principles in Portugal for investment funds; 

• the preparation of the management report in accordance with applicable laws and regulations; 

• designing and maintaining an appropriate internal control system to enable the preparation of 

financial statements that are free from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error; 

• the adoption of accounting policies and principles appropriate in the circumstances; and 

• assessing the Fund ability to continue as a going concern, and disclosing, as applicable, the 

matters that may cast significant doubt about the Fund ability to continue as a going concern. 

The supervisory body of the Management Company is responsible for overseeing the Fund financial 

reporting process. 

Auditor’s Responsibilities for the Audit of the Financial Statements 
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Our responsibility is to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the financial statements as a 

whole are free from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error, and to issue an auditor’s 

report that includes our opinion. Reasonable assurance is a high level of assurance but is not a 

guarantee that an audit conducted in accordance with ISAs will always detect a material misstatement 

when it exists. Misstatements can arise from fraud or error and are considered material if, individually 

or in the aggregate, they could reasonably be expected to influence the economic decisions of users 

taken based on these financial statements. 

As part of an audit in accordance with ISAs, we exercise professional judgment and maintain 

professional scepticism throughout the audit. We also: 

• identify and assess the risks of material misstatement of the financial statements, whether 

due to fraud or error, design and perform audit procedures responsive to those risks, and 

obtain audit evidence that is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for our opinion. The 

risk of not detecting a material misstatement resulting from fraud is higher than for one 

resulting from error, as fraud may involve collusion, forgery, intentional omissions, 

misrepresentations, or the override of internal control; 

• obtain an understanding of internal control relevant to the audit in order to design audit 

procedures that are appropriate in the circumstances, but not for the purpose of expressing 

an opinion on the effectiveness of the Management Company internal control; 

• evaluate the appropriateness of accounting policies used and the reasonableness of 

accounting estimates and related disclosures made by board of directors of the Management 

Company; 

• conclude on the appropriateness of board of directors of the Management Company use of 

the going concern basis of accounting and, based on the audit evidence obtained, whether a 

material uncertainty exists related to events or conditions that may cast significant doubt on 

the Fund ability to continue as a going concern. If we conclude that a material uncertainty 

exists, we are required to draw attention in our auditor’s report to the related disclosures in 

the financial statements or, if such disclosures are inadequate, to modify our opinion. Our 

conclusions are based on the audit evidence obtained up to the date of our auditor’s report. 

However, future events or conditions may cause the Management Company to cease the 

Fund to continue as a going concern; 

• evaluate the overall presentation, structure, and content of the financial statements, including 

the disclosures, and whether the financial statements represent the underlying transactions 

and events in a manner that achieves fair presentation; 

• communicate with those charged with governance, including the supervisory body of the 

Management Company, regarding, among other matters, the planned scope and timing of the 

audit and significant audit findings, including any significant deficiencies in internal control that 

we identify during our audit; 

• determine, from the matters communicated with those charged with governance, including the 

supervisory body of the Management Company, those matters that were of most significance 

in the audit of the financial statements of the current year and are therefore the key audit 

matters. We describe these matters in our auditor´s report unless law or regulation precludes 

their public disclosure; and 
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• provide the supervisory body of the Management Company with a statement that we have 

complied with relevant ethical requirements regarding independence and communicate all 

relationships and other matters that may reasonably be thought to bear on our independence, 

and where applicable, related safeguards. 

Our responsibility also includes the verification that the information contained in the management 

report is consistent with the financial statements and the verification of the requirements as provided 

in no. 8 of article 161 of the Portuguese legislation for investment funds («RJOIC»). 

Report on other legal regulatory requirements 

On the management report 

Is our opinion that the management report was prepared in accordance with the applicable legal and 

regulatory requirements and the information contained therein is consistent with the audited financial 

statements and, having regard to our knowledge and assessment over the Fund, we have not 

identified any material misstatements. 

On the additional matters provided in article 10 of the Regulation (EU) no. 537/2014 

Pursuant to article no. 10 of the Regulation (EU) no. 537/2014 of the European Parliament and of the 

Council, of 16 April 2014, in addition to the key audit matters mentioned above, we also report the 

following: 

• We were appointed as auditors of the Fund by the board of directors of the Management 

Company on May 10, 2016, for a first mandate from 2015 e 2017. We were reappointed 

as auditors of the Fund by the board of directors of the Management Company on July 

25, 2018, for a second mandate from 2018 to 2020. We were appointed by the 

Management Entity's Board of Directors on June 30, 2021 for a new term between the 

years 2021 and 2023; 

• The Board of directors of the Management Company has confirmed to us that they are 

not aware of any fraud or suspicion of fraud having occurred that has a material effect on 

the financial statements. In planning and executing our audit in accordance with ISAs we 

maintained professional scepticism, and we designed audit procedures to respond to the 

possibility of material misstatement in the financial statements due to fraud. As a result of 

our work we have not identified any material misstatement on the financial statements 

due to fraud. 

• We confirm that our audit opinion is consistent with the additional report we prepared and 

delivered to the Supervisory body of the Management Company on April 29, 2022. 

• We declare that we have not provided any prohibited services as described in no.8, article 

77 of the Ordem dos Revisores Oficiais de Contas statutes, and we have remained 

independent of the Management Company in conducting the audit. 

• We inform that, in addition to the audit, we provided to the Management Company with 

the following services as permitted by law and regulations in force: 

- Review the calculation of the Total Expense Ratio carried out by the Management 

Company as at December 31, 2021, to issue and independent report under the terms 

of the paragraph 4 of article 69 of the Regulation no. 2/2015 of the CMVM 
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(republished by Regulations 3/2020 and with the changes presented by CMVM 

Regulations 6/2020 and 9/2020). 

On the matters provided in article 161, no. 8, of the Portuguese legislation for Funds 

(«RGOIC») 

Pursuant to article 161, no. 8, of the RGOIC, approved by Law no. 16/2015, of 24 February 

(republished by the law No. 99-A/2021, of December 31), the Statutory Auditor must pronounce on: 

• The compliance of the investment and earnings distribution policies defined in the Fund´s 

rules; 

• The assessment carried out by the Management Company responsible for managing the 

assets and liabilities of the Fund, in particular with regard to financial instruments traded 

outside the regulated market and multilateral trading system and to financial assets; 

• Control of operations with the entities referred to in no. 1 of article 147 of the RGOIC; 

• Compliance with the valuation criteria defined in the fund´s rules and compliance with the 

duty established in paragraph 7 of article 161 of the RGOIC; 

• Control of operations carried outside the regulated market and multilateral trading facility; 

• Control of subscription and redemption movements of participation units; 

• Compliance with registration duties relating to non-financial assets, when applicable. 

On the matters indicated, we did not identify material situations to report. 

 

Lisbon, April 29, 2022 

  

  

Mazars & Associados, Sociedade de Revisores Oficiais de Contas, S.A. 

Represented by Fernando Jorge Marques Vieira (Revisor Oficial de Contas nº 564, registered at 

CMVM under nº 20160225) 

 

This report is a translation of a report originally issued in Portuguese. Therefore, according to 

Portuguese Institute of Statutory Auditors instructions, the report is not to be sign 

 


